31st October 2016

Sarasin & Partners expands Global Equity team
Sarasin & Partners announces the appointment of Jeremy Thomas as Head of Global Equities.
Jeremy joins Sarasin, with immediate effect, from Allianz Global Investors, where he managed global
and UK equity mandates for over 12 years. Prior to this Jeremy was at ISIS Management (now part of
F&C) and began his City career at Schroders where he worked from 1996 to 2002.
In his new role, Jeremy will manage institutional mandates and funds and will be responsible for
managing Sarasin’s team of thematic equity analysts. Jerry will report to Head of Asset Management
Subitha Subramaniam.
Commenting, Sarasin Head of Asset Management, Subitha Subramaniam said:
“We are very pleased to welcome Jeremy, he brings valuable investment experience and further
management resource to our thematic team. He will work with our managers and analysts as we
continue to seek out the most compelling global equity investment opportunities on behalf of our
clients.”
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Please see photograph attached
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Notes to editors:
Sarasin & Partners LLP – www.sarasinandpartners.com
Sarasin & Partners LLP is a London-based asset management group that manages £14.4bn of AUM*
(as at 30.09.2016) on behalf of charities, institutions, intermediaries, pension funds and private
clients, from the UK and around the world.
Sarasin & Partners is known both as a market leader in thematic investment and for long-term
income and dividend management across multi-asset and equity mandates. Consistent with a
longer-term approach is a commitment to ‘stewardship’ principles, embedding environmental, social
and governance considerations into the investment process.
Sarasin & Partners LLP is a limited liability partnership authorised and regulated by the UK Financial
Conduct Authority and passported under MiFID to provide investment services in the Republic of
Ireland.

